
In terms of economic data points this week we are set for a relatively
quiet start, Monday will not see any major releases from Europe or the
US, we do note however there is due to be a 10-year bond auction in
the US this evening which could cause some short-term volatility in
Treasury markets. Moving forward, in the early hours of Tuesday
morning we are due to get monthly trade balance figures from China,
followed by the UK's monthly GDP reading and economic sentiment
results from Germany. Tuesday afternoon will then see the release of
the US' CPI inflation results.
In the early hours of Wednesday morning the Reserve Bank of New
Zealand will release its latest rate decision (expected to remain
unchanged at 0.25%), meanwhile ECB President Lagarde and Fed Chair
Powell will speak throughout the day. On Thursday we are due to get
monthly retail sales results from the US, followed by quarterly GDP from
China overnight on Thursday to round off the week in terms of large
data points.
Aside from the regular economic data calendar, investors will also turn
their attention this week to the beginning of the corporate earnings
season in the States. Traders have been pricing in the likelihood of a
rebound in Q1 earnings to coincide with the recent batch of better-
than-expected economic data and upwards revisions in global GDP
forecasts.
The big banks will kick off the season this week, with JP Morgan Chase,
Goldman Sachs, and Wells Fargo all reporting on Wednesday. Bank of
America, Charles Schwab, US Bancorp, PepsiCo, Delta Airlines,
BlackRock and Citigroup will all follow on Thursday, with Morgan Stanley,
Bank of New York Mellon, State Street, and Morgan Stanley on Friday.
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Equities: Stock markets are mixed but quiet in Europe this morning, searching for direction
after six weeks of consecutive gains and record highs in many cases. The FTSE100 is 60
basis points lower on Monday, as England enters its latest stage of lockdown easing today.
In the States, the VIX volatility index is slightly higher to $17.46 this morning after six
consecutive weeks of lower trade for the index, futures in the US are pulling back slightly.
Currencies: FX markets are relatively quiet on Monday morning, after the Dollar saw
declines last week which brought the Euro back to $1.19. This move came after Treasury
yields over recent weeks have taken a break from their move higher. We note that Fed Chair
Powell continued the Fed's mantra yesterday that the central bank's ultra-easy monetary
policies are here to stay, which should weigh on the greenback in theory.
Sterling is stronger this morning, paring some of its losses from last week when fears
escalated about the UK's reliance on a potentially dangerous AstraZeneca vaccine - we
believe these fears will naturally fade as rational thinking and statistical scientific proof
prevail. EUR/GBP lower to 0.8650 on Monday.
Safe-havens: Gold is trading slightly lower to $1,740 today, having seen more healthy price
action over the past month. We believe gold investors will look to the US 10yr Treasury yield
for near term direction during April and May, and then will likely pay increasingly more
attention to inflation readings as economies open up fully this summer. The benchmark US
10yr yield's 1.66% to start off the week this morning, having seen fairly sideways trade for a
few weeks now. German 10yr Bund yielding -0.32% today.

The Week Ahead

Irish Construction

Powell Yesterday
Last night we saw the Federal Reserve's Chairman Jerome Powell
commenting on the US economy, stating that it is currently at an
"inflection point". Powell pointed to the fact that a resurgence of the
virus is still a serious risk, however stronger growth and hiring are also
likely ahead thanks to the vaccine rollout and powerful policy support.
Powell decided to reiterate the central bank's beliefs that near-term
upwards price pressures will prove to be temporary, and therefore the
Fed will not look to change rates or alter its ultra-easy policy any time
soon. Powell also alluded to the fact that there are still between 8.5 and
9 million Americans still out of work compared to February 2020.

According to Ulster Bank's monthly PMI readings for the construction
sector, Ireland remained in contractionary territory during March as
most building sites were closed due to harsh restrictions here. The PMI
result came in at 30.9, up from February's 27.0. While activity did decline
across all subsectors, the pace of the decline eased somewhat relative
to January and February's weakness.
Roughly 20,000 construction workers will return to work today, having
been on hold since January 8th. We note that only work on social
housing, essential health, housing adaptation grant, critical transport
and utility infrastructure, education, and nearly completed home
projects were allowed to continue during the third lockdown, leaving
about 60,000 construction workers in receipt of the PUP over this
period.


